
Five businessmen are riding the elevator from the parking lot to their of�ces. Determine their salaries and the parking spots

they use.

Tie: blue, orange, red, white, yellow

Name: Daniel, Edward, Henry, Nicholas, Robert

Floor: 20th, 30th, 40th, 70th, 80th

Salary: $65,000, $75,000, $90,000, $95,000, $100,000

Parking: 19, 23, 31, 55, 61

The businessman who earns $65,000 per year is in the

�rst position.

The businessman with a white Tie is somewhere to the

left of the businessman whose parking spot is number

55.

Henry occupies one of the ends.

The gentleman with the Yellow tie is standing next to

Daniel.

Edward works on the 30th �oor.

Henry is positioned at the very last spot.

The man who works on the 40th �oor stands

somewhere to the right of the man wearing a Yellow

tie.

Edward is somewhere between the man wearing an

Orange tie and the one working on the 40th �oor, in

that order.

The man with the Yellow tie is standing next to the

man who works on the 80th �oor.

The man in the White tie is next to the man working on

the 40th �oor.

The man who parks in spot number 61 is somewhere

between the man earning $95,000 per year, and the one

who parks in spot number 19, in that order.

The businessman who works on the 70th �oor is in the

�rst position.

The man wearing a Yellow tie is somewhere between

the man wearing a Red tie and the man earning

$100,000 per year, in that order.

The businessman sporting a White tie is somewhere to

the left of the man earning $75,000 per year.

The man working on the 30th �oor parks in spot

number 19.

The businessman who earns $90,000 per year is placed

immediately before the man wearing a Blue tie.

Robert stands at one of the ends.

Nicholas is somewhere between Robert and Daniel, in

that order.

The man who parks in spot number 31 is at one of the

ends.
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Five businessmen are riding the elevator from the parking lot to their of�ces. Determine their salaries and the parking spots

they use.

Tie: blue, orange, red, white, yellow

Name: Daniel, Edward, Henry, Nicholas, Robert

Floor: 20th, 30th, 40th, 70th, 80th

Salary: $65,000, $75,000, $90,000, $95,000, $100,000

Parking: 19, 23, 31, 55, 61

The businessman who earns $65,000 per year is in the

�rst position.

The businessman with a white Tie is somewhere to the

left of the businessman whose parking spot is number

55.

Henry occupies one of the ends.

The gentleman with the Yellow tie is standing next to

Daniel.

Edward works on the 30th �oor.

Henry is positioned at the very last spot.

The man who works on the 40th �oor stands

somewhere to the right of the man wearing a Yellow

tie.

Edward is somewhere between the man wearing an

Orange tie and the one working on the 40th �oor, in

that order.

The man with the Yellow tie is standing next to the

man who works on the 80th �oor.

The man in the White tie is next to the man working on

the 40th �oor.

The man who parks in spot number 61 is somewhere

between the man earning $95,000 per year, and the one

who parks in spot number 19, in that order.

The businessman who works on the 70th �oor is in the

�rst position.

The man wearing a Yellow tie is somewhere between

the man wearing a Red tie and the man earning

$100,000 per year, in that order.

The businessman sporting a White tie is somewhere to

the left of the man earning $75,000 per year.

The man working on the 30th �oor parks in spot

number 19.

The businessman who earns $90,000 per year is placed

immediately before the man wearing a Blue tie.

Robert stands at one of the ends.

Nicholas is somewhere between Robert and Daniel, in

that order.

The man who parks in spot number 31 is at one of the

ends.
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Businessman #1 Businessman #2 Businessman #3 Businessman #4 Businessman #5

Tie ��d ye��ow orange whi�� bl��

Name Robert Nicholas Dan��l Edward Henry

Floor 70th 20th 80th 30th 40th

Salary $65,000 $95,000 $100,000 $90,000 $75,000

Parking 31 23 61 19 55
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